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Density functional calculations have been carried out for CunNCO-, CunNCO, CunNCO+, and CunNCO2+

clusters. It was found that for small n, charge state has a strong influence on the NCO location site. The
ground states of the neutral and anionic complex clusters have a dominantly planar structure while most of
the cationic complex clusters prefer three-dimensional structures. The electrostatic interaction is essential for
the Cu-NCO bonding, while covalent interaction through 2π donation strongly enhances the bonding. In
neutral and anionic species the N-C bonds are strengthened and the C-O bonds are weakened, while in
cationic species all the C-O distances decrease and the N-C distances can be slightly elongated in some
cases, which is related to a higher NCO reactivity toward NO and O2 to form N2 over the positively charged
Cun

δ+ sites than that over the metallic Cun sites.

I. Introduction

The activity of Cu-containing catalysts has attracted consider-
able attention in the catalytic reduction of NOx.1-11 The typical
reductants of NOx are hydrocarbons, CO, and H2. Isocyanate
species (-NCO) have been detected when an equimolar mixture
of NO/CO or NO/hydrocarbons is adsorbed on the reduced
oxide-supported Cu or Ag catalysts.1-16 Investigation of the
behavior of NCO is of interest because it may be an important
intermediate in the lean NOx reduction to form N2 and CO2.1-16

The reaction of NCO to form N2 and CO2 over a catalytic site
has been proposed as follows:1,5,12,13,17

T-NCO98
NO, O2

N2 +CO2 +T, T)metal, Si, or Al

15N2 and 14N15N were detected as main products of dinitrogen
after the reaction of 15NCO + O2 and 15NCO + 14NO + O2,
respectively.13 It can be concluded that the cleavage of the N-C
bond of NCO is involved in the N2 formation. Experimental
results indicated that the reactivity and stability of the NCO
species strongly depend on the metals and/or supports, but the
detailed mechanism is still unknown. Recently, in the NO/CO
reactions over Cu/SiO2 and Cu/SiO2-TiO2 catalysts, the active
metal site was found to contain both the three-dimensional (3D)
and plate-like two-dimensional (2D) metal particles.18 Experi-
mental investigations of the formation and reactivity of NCO
species over Cu-containing catalysts have been performed by
IR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. Solymosi et al. assigned
the IR band 2180-2240 cm-1 to NCO species bound to Cu,
Cu-NCO.3 Besides, the stability of the NCO species on Cu
was found to be much higher than that on Pt and Rh catalysts.3

The study of the interaction between the adsorbed NCO
species and metal clusters is important for the understanding
of the catalytic mechanism. While unambiguous determination

of the structure of a small atomic cluster is an almost impossible
task from experiments alone, quantum-chemical studies may
shed light on the understanding of the catalytic activity of small
metal clusters. In the past few years, the adsorption behavior
of small molecules, such as propene, CO, H2, and O2, on metal
clusters has been widely studied in theory.19-22 It is found that
the adsorption behavior of small molecules on metal cluster
strongly depends on the charge state and size of the cluster.
Theoretical studies of the NCO adsorption on copper clusters
have also appeared.23-25 Castellani et al. investigated the
adsorption of NCO over atomic and dimmer copper supported
on silica defects.23 Jian Ming et al. simulated the chemsiorption
of NCO on Cu (100) surface using density functional theory
(DFT) and a Cu14 cluster model.24 These calculations indicated
that the Cu-NCO bonding is largely ionic. However, to our
knowledge, a systematic theoretical study of NCO interaction
with copper clusters considering the effects of cluster size and
charge state is still lacking. In this paper, we present a theoretical
study of the binding of NCO on the small Cun, Cun

+, and Cun
-

clusters with 1 e n e 6. The geometries of the double charged
CunNCO2+ clusters were also investigated. The goal of this work
is to shed light on the interaction between NCO and Cu clusters
as a first step for understanding the role Cu plays in the
formation of N2 and CO2 from NCO. It is also interesting to
study the influence of the different charge states on the structure
of a small cluster.

II. Computational Methods

The calculations are carried out by using DFT with the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and the hybrid GGA
functional implemented in the GAUSSIAN 03 package.26 The
Becke’s three-parameter hybrid functional (B3LYP)27 is used
in the hybrid DFT, and the Perdew-Wang parametrization
(PW91) of the gradient-corrected exchange-correlation energy
is used in GGA,28 for all the calculations in this work. The meta-
GGA TPSSTPSS29 and the hybrid O3LYP30 were also used for
several calculations. The LANL2DZ basis set and the corre-
sponding Los Alamos relativistic effective core potential
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(RECP)31 augmented with an f polarization function32 were used
for Cu atoms and the 6-311+G* basis set was used for N, C,
and O atoms.

Experimental and theoretical investigations have established
that NCO was bonded on the metal surface via the N atom.24,33,34

Thus, the NCO was constrained to N atom binding in the
calculations. To have the results of free Cu clusters and NCO
binding complex clusters for comparison, we first studied the
geometries and properties of the free Cu clusters in the neutral
and cationic and anionic charged states. The most stable
structures of bare Cu clusters are generally in good agreement
with the published literature.22,35-41 On the basis of the structures
of the Cu cluster, wherever the geometry allows it, 1-fold top,
2-fold bridge, and 3-fold face sites were tested upon the binding
of NCO on them. Results for bare copper clusters are displayed
in Figure 1 and those for complex clusters are displayed in
Figures 2-4, together with point group determinations and
energetic properties. We studied a very large number of isomers,
but we show here the most stable ones (for each cluster size
and charge state), together with the less stable isomers whose
energy do not exceed that of the most stable isomer by more

than 0.30 eV by both B3LYP and PW91PW91 (more structures
can be seen in the Supporting Information for the conciseness
of the text). For bare copper clusters there are four isomers,
4-A-II, 5-A-II, 6-A-III, and 5-C-III, also displayed in Figure 1.
The energy differences between these four structures and the
corresponding global minima are beyond 0.30 eV by one or
both of the two functionals, but the binding of NCO on them
leads to the most stable corresponding complex structures (5-
A-II and 5-C-III on PW91PW91, 4-A-II on B3LYP, and 6-A-
III on both B3LYP and PW91PW91). In the optimized neutral
and charged NCO binding complexes, the Cu-N distances are
from 1.8 to 2.1Å. The adsorbates prefer linear or near-linear
structures with the N-C-O bond angles mainly changing from
178° to 180°.

All calculations were performed with a (99 590) pruned grid
(Ultrafine grid as defined in Gaussian 03). For each structure,
the stable method42 was used to establish a stable wave function.
Analysis of vibrational frequencies is performed to make sure
the optimized geometries are minima, not transition structures.
A scale factor of 0.9614 for B3LYP vibrational frequencies are
used as is common.43

Figure 1. Optimized structures of Cun, Cun
-, and Cun

+ clusters, n e 6. The sysmmetry point group is indicated. ∆E (in eV) is the excess energy
of an isomer as compared to the energy of the most stable isomer. The value of ∆E not in parentheses is calculated with B3LYP, ∆E in parentheses
is calculated with PW91PW91.
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III. Results and Discussion

Structures and Stability of Bare Copper Clusters. It was
established by both extensive experiments and theoretical
calculations that Cu3 has a structure of an isosceles triangle in
which one angle is greater than 60°.39,40 An equilateral triangle
and a linear structure were characterized as the most favorable
isomers for Cu3

+ and Cu3
-, respectively. The rhombus structure

was found to be the most stable geometry of the neutral and
the anionic and the cationic tetramers, in agreement with most
of the previous studies.22,35-37,39

The most favorable isomer of Cu5, as well as Cu5
-, is

characterized as a trapezoidal C2V structure by current DFT
calculations, inconsistent with previous GGA calculations.35-37,39

However, a trigonal bipyramid structure was reported as the
most stable isomer for Cu5 in early molecular-dynamics simula-
tions with use of empirical potential energy functions.38 In our
study a C2V distorted trigonal bipyramid is 0.34 and 0.54 eV
less stable than the neutral C2V trapezoidal planar on B3LYP
and PW91PW91, respectively. The lowest energy form of Cu5

+

was characterized to be a D2d structure. This cationic structure
can be looked upon as two Cu2 units cross-linked by a central
copper atom. Depending on the dihedral angle between the two
Cu2 units this can also result in an X-shaped butterfly structure
with D2h symmetry, which is similar to the case of Ag5

+.44

However, with both B3LYP and PW91PW91 calculations this
D2h structure is not a minimum. On the other hand, it is only
0.05 eV higher in energy than the D2d structure, indicating that
the rotation around the central atom is almost unhindered. A
D3h trigonal bipyramid was reported as the most stable Cu5

+ in
refs 35 and 39. However, according to our PW91PW91
calculation the D3h strcture was characterized to be the third

stable isomer, and with B3LYP this structure is a second order
transition state. A three-dimensional structure with C2V symmetry
(5-C-II) was found to be the second stable isomer on both
PW91PW91 and B3LYP. The structures of 5-C-I and 5-C-II
were probably not considered in earlier GGA calculations of
ref 39.

To summarize, for clusters with up to five atoms both B3LYP
and PW91PW91 predict the same minimum structuresswith
only small differences in the respective energies and bond
lengths.

As to Cu6, our study and most of the other theoretical studies
indicate a planar D3h structure as the most stable one, followed
by the pentagonal pyramid C5V and planar C2V structure. El-
bayyari et al. found a rectangular bipyramid to be the global
minimum;38 however, with the present study this structure is a
second order transition state. For Cu6

+, PW91PW91 calculation
results in a bicapped tetrahedron as the most favorable isomer,
the same structure that Jug et al. found.35 The global minimum
of B3LYP is, however, a near-planar structure with Cs sym-
metry, in which the two middle Cu atoms are slightly apart from
the planar of the four edge atoms. For Cu6

-, both B3LYP and
PW91PW91 calculations found a bicapped tetrahedron as the
most favorable isomer, in agreement with earlier LDA and GGA
calculations.22,35,36 The next stable structure on B3LYP is a
rectangular bipyramid with D4h symmetry, lying only 0.08 eV
higher in energy than the C2V one, while with the PW91PW91
functional, the D4h structure is exactly degenerate with the
bicapped tetrahedron. Both the B3LYP and PW91PW91 func-
tionals found a near-planar structure with Cs symmetry as the
third stable isomer of the anionic hexamer.

Figure 2. Optimized structures of CunNCO clusters, n e 6. The sysmmetry point group is indicated. ∆E (in eV) is the excess energy of an isomer
as compared to the energy of the most stable isomer. The value of ∆E not in parentheses is calculated with B3LYP, ∆E in parentheses is calculated
with PW91PW91.
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Structures and Stability of Complex Clusters. Figure 2
indicates that from n ) 2 on, the most stable neutral complexes
are all nitrogen on-bridge binding structures. Previous theoretical
studies of the chemisorption of NCO on Cu (100) surface also
indicated that among different configurations, the binding via
the N atom at the bridge site is the most favorable.24 For the
complexes, an important fact observed is that the most stable
structure of the CunNCO complex does not always come from
that of the lowest energy bare copper cluster plus an attached
NCO. With n e 5, the calculations show that the most stable
complexes are related to the most stable Cun upon NCO binding,
while when n ) 6, although the planar triangle is characterized
as the most stable structure of Cu6, with NCO adsorbed, a less
stable Cu6 isomer leads to the most stable complex (6-N-a on
B3LYP and 6-N-b on PW91PW91).

For anionic clusters, the most stable ones all prefer top
adsorption, which could be illustrated with the more “alkali-
like” electronic configurations of anionic Cu clusters than
neutrals and cations. The binding of NCO to copper clusters
can greatly change the geometry of the copper part. For
Cu3NCO-, the geometry of the copper framework was changed
from linear to triangle by the binding of NCO to the middle
copper atom of the bare cluster. The finding that the most stable
complex cluster does not always come from that of the most
stable copper cluster upon NCO binding can also be observed
for anions. For Cu6NCO-, the most stable structure (6-A-a) is
obtained by binding NCO to the near-planar Cs structure of Cu6

-

(6-A-III), but not to the three-dimensional global minimum with
C2V symmetry. A similar situation can also be found in

Cu4NCO- (4-A-a, on B3LYP) and Cu5NCO- (5-A-c, on
PW91PW91).

Figure 4 displays the most stable structures of the CunNCO+

clusters. From n ) 2 on, the most stable CunNCO+ clusters are
all on-bridge binding structures while the on-face binding
structures appear as the second or the third stable ones when n
g 3. Notable structural change in the copper framework between
Cu2 and Cu2NCO+ can be observed. In Cu2NCO+, each copper
atom bares a positive charge of +0.91e, which is significantly
higher than that in the Cu2

+ cluster. This strong charge repulsion
makes the Cu-Cu distance increase from 2.42 Å for Cu2

+ to
3.31 Å for Cu2NCO+ (on B3LYP). In Cu2NCO, the Cu-Cu
bond distance (2.41 Å) has an elongation of only 0.15 Å with
respect to its original length in Cu2 (2.26 Å). Cu2NCO- has a
linear geometry, in which the Cu-Cu distance is 2.33 Å,
shortened by only about “0.06 Å” compared with the bare Cu2

-

(2.39 Å) due to a reduction of electron-electron repulsion by
charge redistribution. The most stable Cu5

+ was characterized
as a D2d structure. However, for the B3LYP case, after binding
of a NCO, the D2d copper framework was changed to near-
planar C1 structure by the rotation of the two Cu2 units around
the central Cu atom and leads to the most stable complex 5-C-
a. For Cu4NCO+, the most stable complex 4-C-a was obtained
by adding the NCO to a “T” type isomer of Cu4

+, instead of
the most stable bare cluster which is a rhombus. The energy
difference between the two most stable bare Cu6

+ is only 0.02
eV on B3LYP. With the NCO adsorbed, the second stable Cu6

+

leads to the most stable complex 6-C-a.

Figure 3. Optimized structures of CunNCO- clusters, n e 6. The sysmmetry point group is indicated. ∆E (in eV) is the excess energy of an isomer
as compared to the energy of the most stable isomer. The value of ∆E not in parentheses is calculated with B3LYP, ∆E in parentheses is calculated
with PW91PW91.
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It is interesting to find that in general the most stable neutral
and anionic complexes prefer planar structures while more 3D
structures appear as the most stable ones of the cationic clusters.
Natural bond orbital (NBO) population analysis45 shows that,
irrespective of the charge state, electrons transfer from copper
clusters to NCO, generally increasing in the order CunNCO-

> CunNCO > CunNCO+. In cationic clusters, the copper
frameworks carry much more positive charges than neutrals and
anions, thus with the same number of atoms, a 3D cluster is
preferred to get a larger volume than a 2D cluster, which
facilitates the distribution of charge over the cluster and reduces
the electrostatic energy.

As can be seen from Figures 1-4, B3LYP and PW91PW91
give different results for the most stable structures of Cu6

+,
Cu6NCO, Cu4NCO+, Cu5NCO+, Cu4NCO-, and Cu5NCO-. In
these cases the second or the third stable isomer found by
B3LYP on PW91PW91 is predicted to be the most stable one.
To further test the accuracy of the approach, the meta-GGA
TPSSTPSS and hybrid O3LYP methods were used to study the
geometries of Cu4NCO+ and Cu4NCO-. It is interesting to find
that O3LYP and B3LYP, both containing Hartree-Fork ex-
change and the LYP correlation functionals, predict the same
global minima, while TPSSTPSS shows an overall agreement
with PW91PW91 (both PW91PW91 and TPSSTPSS belong to
the Perdew’s correlation functionals incorporating the uniform
electron gas limit). This indicates that for those isomers with
close energies the DFT calculation results are very sensitive to
the exchange-correlation functional used. Previous theoretical
studies on transition metal clusters20,44,46 also suggested that in

some cases, the search of the global minimum strongly depends
on the functionals and the understanding of the geometrical
structure of transition metal clusters is a challenging job, since
for each cluster there are often several possible isomers
connected by a flat potential surface.

N-C and C-O Bond Lengths. For the gas phase NCO,
the N-C-O distance is calculated to be 2.40 Å on B3LYP
(with an N-C distance of 1.223 Å and a C-O distance of 1.177
Å). This is in good agreement with the experimental value of
2.406 Å.47 It can be observed from Table 1 that in CunNCO-

clusters the N-C distances are shortened by about 0.033 Å and
the C-O distances are elongated by about 0.024 Å on average.
A similar but less marked trend can be observed in CunNCO
clusters. However, for CunNCO+ clusters the C-O distances
all decrease and the N-C distances increase in some cases
(Table 3). PW91PW91 optimization predicts a similar behavior
of N-C and C-O distances, with only about 0.01 Å longer in
respective bond lengths than those given by B3LYP. The
discussions below mainly concentrate on B3LYP calculation
results. The data of PW91PW91 can be obtained in the
Supporting Information.

The isolated NCO species has a 2Π (7σ22π3) ground state.
Even in anionic clusters, the copper atoms connected to N atoms
are positively charged, thus forming a local positively charged
region in the metal framework. The interaction between NCO
and Cu clusters can be mainly divided into two factors: the
covalent interaction through 2π donation from metal to NCO,
and the electrostatic interaction between metal ions and the lone
pair of the N atom. Both factors will strengthen the metal-NCO

Figure 4. Optimized structures of CunNCO+ clusters, n e 6. The sysmmetry point group is indicated. ∆E (in eV) is the excess energy of an isomer
as compared to the energy of the most stable isomer. The value of ∆E not in parentheses is calculated with B3LYP, ∆E in the parentheses is
calculated with PW91PW91.
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bonding. The 2π MO shows that it is characterized by a bonding
orbital between N and C, and an antibonding orbital between
C and O (Figure 5). The NBO net charges of free NCO are
-0.28e for N, +0.64e for C, and -0.36e for O. After binding,
electrons transfer to N and O atoms while C atoms are more
positively charged. In anionic complexes, the negative charges
of NCO are from -0.89e to -0.96e. The high value of the
electron transfer indicates the strong 2π donation from metal
to NCO, and as a result in anions both the N-C bonding orbital
and C-O antibonding orbital will be filled with more electrons,
leading to the decrease of N-C distances (about 0.033 Å) and
the elongation of C-O distances (about 0.024 Å). A similar
behavior of bond lengths related to the 2π donation has been
reported in the previous study of NCO adsorption on Cu
surface.24,25

If we go from anion to neutral, the negative charge of the
NCO group decreases by nearly -0.06e. Compared with free
NCO, the N-C distances decrease by about 0.018 Å on average
and the C-O distances increase by 0.012 Å (Table 1). This
implies that the 2π donation is less significant in neutral.
However, the 2π donation is greatly reduced in cationic clusters.
In CunNCO+ clusters, the positive charges on the C atom
increase by about +0.20e and the increase of negative charges
on the O atom is within -0.11e compared to that of free NCO
(Table 4), while the average increase is -0.19e on O and +0.14e
on C for neutrals, and -0.30e on O and +0.08e on C for anions,
respectively (Table 2). The 2π MO of NCO is the doubly
degenerate π bonds between N and the 2π levels of CO. If we
view the -CO as one group, it can be seen from the charge
redistribution that this group obtains electron in anions and
neutrals, while it loses partial electrons in cations, with

respective to -CO in free NCO. Thus, different from anions
and neutrals, the reduction of electron in the C-O antibonding
orbital causes a distinct decrease of the C-O bond length in
cationic clusters.

On the other hand, except for the monomer, in CunNCO+

clusters there are more electrons concentrated on N atoms than
in anions and neutrals (-1.23e versus -1.07e of neutral and
-0.96e of anion, on average). This fact, together with the higher
positive charge of the C atoms (+0.84e versus +0.78e of neutral
and +0.72e of anion, on average), indicates that the cationic
Cu clusters present a more relevant polarization effect on the
N-C bonds. As a result, in cations the enhancement of the lone
pair of N must be more evident and a stronger electrostatic
interaction between NCO and metal could be obtained. By the
attraction of Cun

δ+, the electron pairs between N and C are
shifted to N atom. The distorting of the electron cloud between
N and C is desirable for the weakening of the N-C interaction.
In anions and neutrals, the polarization effect is supposed to be
negligible and the 2π donation is the dominant factor in the
changes of N-C bond lengths. However, in cations, polarization
is strengthened as the positive charge on the copper framework
is much higher than that in neutrals and anions. The elongation
of N-C distances in some cases of CunNCO+ may be attributed
to those cationic copper clusters having stronger ability to
polarize N-C bonds and the electron donation to 2π N-C
bonding orbital being largely reduced.

The reaction of NCO to form N2 is related to the N-C bond
strength. The influence of the different charge states of clusters
on N-C bonds of the adsorbed NCO is also an important topic

TABLE 1: The Results of N-C and C-O Distance (in Å) in
CunNCO- and CunNCO, 1e n e 6, Computed with B3LYPa

RN-C ∆RN-C RC-O ∆RC-O

NCO 1.223 1.177

CunNCO-

1-A-a 1.187 -0.036 1.208 0.031
2-A-a 1.187 -0.036 1.207 0.030
3-A-a 1.187 -0.036 1.204 0.027
4-A-a 1.187 -0.036 1.202 0.025
4-A-b 1.186 -0.037 1.205 0.028
5-A-a 1.188 -0.035 1.203 0.026
5-A-b 1.187 -0.036 1.204 0.027
5-A-c 1.186 -0.037 1.204 0.027
5-A-d 1.201 -0.022 1.188 0.011
5-A-e 1.199 -0.024 1.192 0.015
6-A-a 1.188 -0.035 1.203 0.026
6-A-b 1.199 -0.024 1.190 0.013
6-A-c 1.188 -0.035 1.203 0.026
average 1.190 -0.033 1.201 0.024

CunNCO
1-N-a 1.202 -0.021 1.183 0.006
2-N-a 1.208 -0.015 1.177 0.000
2-N-b 1.202 -0.021 1.182 0.005
3-N-a 1.207 -0.016 1.179 0.002
3-N-b 1.193 -0.030 1.189 0.012
4-N-a 1.206 -0.017 1.177 0.000
5-N-a 1.207 -0.016 1.177 0.000
6-N-a 1.207 -0.016 1.176 -0.001
6-N-b 1.206 -0.017 1.177 0.000
6-N-c 1.207 -0.016 1.177 0.000
average 1.205 -0.018 1.179 0.002

a ∆R is defined as follows: the difference between the bond
length (N-C and C-O) in complex clusters and the bond length
(N-C and C-O) in free NCO.

TABLE 2: NBO Atomic Charges of NCO (in electron units)
in CunNCO- and CunNCO, 1e n e 6, Computed with
B3LYPa

q(N) ∆q(N) q(C) ∆q(C) q(O) ∆q(O) q(NCO)

NCO -0.28 0.64 -0.36 0

CunNCO-

1-A-a -0.96 -0.68 0.69 0.05 -0.69 -0.33 -0.96
2-A-a -0.92 -0.64 0.69 0.06 -0.68 -0.32 -0.91
3-A-a -0.93 -0.65 0.70 0.07 -0.67 -0.31 -0.89
4-A-a -0.94 -0.66 0.71 0.07 -0.66 -0.31 -0.89
4-A-b -0.93 -0.65 0.70 0.07 -0.67 -0.32 -0.90
5-A-a -0.92 -0.65 0.71 0.07 -0.67 -0.31 -0.89
5-A-b -0.94 -0.66 0.71 0.07 -0.67 -0.31 -0.90
5-A-c -0.92 -0.65 0.71 0.07 -0.67 -0.31 -0.89
5-A-d -1.07 -0.79 0.77 0.13 -0.60 -0.24 -0.90
5-A-e -1.06 -0.78 0.76 0.12 -0.62 -0.26 -0.92
6-A-a -0.94 -0.66 0.71 0.07 -0.67 -0.31 -0.89
6-A-b -1.06 -0.78 0.76 0.12 -0.61 -0.26 -0.92
6-A-c -0.94 -0.66 0.71 0.07 -0.67 -0.31 -0.90
averageb -0.96 -0.69 0.72 0.08 -0.66 -0.30 -0.90

CunNCO
1-N-a -0.99 -0.71 0.75 0.11 -0.57 -0.21 -0.81
2-N-a -1.16 -0.88 0.80 0.16 -0.54 -0.18 -0.90
2-N-b -0.93 -0.65 0.75 0.11 -0.55 -0.19 -0.72
3-N-a -1.13 -0.85 0.79 0.15 -0.55 -0.19 -0.89
3-N-b -0.99 -0.71 0.75 0.11 -0.59 -0.23 -0.83
4-N-a -1.12 -0.84 0.79 0.16 -0.54 -0.18 -0.86
5-N-a -1.11 -0.83 0.80 0.16 -0.54 -0.18 -0.85
6-N-a -1.11 -0.83 0.80 0.16 -0.54 -0.18 -0.85
6-N-b -1.10 -0.82 0.80 0.16 -0.54 -0.18 -0.84
6-N-c -1.11 -0.84 0.80 0.16 -0.54 -0.18 -0.85
average -1.07 -0.80 0.78 0.14 -0.55 -0.19 -0.84

a ∆q is defined as follows: the charge difference between the
charges of N, C, and O atoms in complex clusters and the charges
of N, C, and O atoms in free NCO. b The average values are
calculated without 1-C-a.
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of this study. From the above discussion, in anionic and neutral
clusters the N-C distances become shorter than that in the
isolated NCO, which is undesirable for the weakening and
breaking of N-C bonds. However, the cationic Cu clusters can
slightly increase the N-C distances of NCO in some cases,
which is profitable to the weakening of the N-C bond strength.
The relatively longer N-C distances in cationic clusters may
indicate a higher NCO reactivity toward NO and O2 to form
N2 over the positively charged Cun

δ+ sites than that over the
metallic Cun sites.

In a recent mechanistic study of the HC-SCR (selective
catalytic reaction with hydrocarbons as the reducing agent), the
Cu2+ ion is suggested to play a crucial role in the formation of
the final intermediate (Cu-NCO) that results in N2 formation.1

Moreover, from the EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine
structure spectroscopy) data and UV-vis spectra, the structure
of Agn

δ+ clusters on Ag-MFI (Ag-exchanged MFI zeolites) is
identified as being Ag4

2+ clusters on average in the lean NOx

reduction.48 Stimulated by this finding, the geometries of the
double charged CunNCO2+ clusters were also studied in this
paper. On the basis of the most stable CunNCO+ clusters, we
optimized the geometries of the CunNCO2+ clusters. The stable

CunNCO2+ clusters are listed in Figure 6. From n ) 3 on, all
the optimized CunNCO2+ structures are those with the N atoms
shared by three Cu atoms and prefer 3D structures. Similar to
CunNCO+, the strong charge repulsion in cationic copper
framework has the tendency to pull ions into 3D structures. In
comparison with single charged cations, in CunNCO2+ the C
atom becomes more positive, while electron density on the N
atom increases (Table 4). This indicates that a more significant
polarization effect on N-C bonds is present in the cases of the
dications, which is also reflected in the changes of bond lengths.
In the optimized double charged CunNCO2+ complexes, the
N-C distances are from 1.242 to 1.267 Å, and the C-O
distances are from 1.140 to 1.151 Å. It is clear that in CunNCO2+

the weakening of N-C bonds and the enhancement of C-O
bonds become more evident than that in CunNCO+. No clear
trend of C-O bond distance can be found in cationic clusters,
while for N-C distances, it is interesting to notice that smaller
cationic clusters often show relatively longer N-C bonds than
bigger clusters. For CunNCO+ clusters with ne 4, the elongated
N-C distances are 1.231 Å for 2-C-a, 1.235 Å for 3-C-b, and
1.230 Å for 4-C-c, while the N-C distances are 1.228 Å for

TABLE 3: The Results of N-C and C-O Distance (in Å) in
CunNCO+ and CunNCO2+, 1e n e 6, Computed with
B3LYPa

RN-C ∆RN-C RC-O ∆RC-O

CunNCO+

1-C-a 1.218 -0.005 1.161 -0.016
2-C-a 1.231 0.008 1.158 -0.019
3-C-a 1.223 0.000 1.158 -0.019
3-C-b 1.235 0.012 1.154 -0.023
4-C-a 1.225 0.002 1.162 -0.015
4-C-b 1.218 -0.005 1.163 -0.014
4-C-c 1.230 0.007 1.158 -0.019
5-C-a 1.215 -0.008 1.164 -0.013
5-C-b 1.218 -0.005 1.164 -0.013
5-C-c 1.218 -0.005 1.163 -0.014
5-C-d 1.227 0.004 1.160 -0.017
5-C-e 1.228 0.005 1.159 -0.018
5-C-f 1.217 -0.006 1.164 -0.013
6-C-a 1.217 -0.006 1.164 -0.013
6-C-b 1.216 -0.007 1.165 -0.012
6-C-c 1.226 0.003 1.160 -0.017

CunNCO2+

CuNCO2+ 1.260 0.037 1.144 -0.033
Cu2NCO2+ 1.267 0.044 1.140 -0.037
Cu3NCO2+ 1.264 0.041 1.143 -0.034
Cu4NCO2+ 1.254 0.031 1.142 -0.035
Cu5NCO2+ 1.247 0.024 1.151 -0.026
Cu6NCO2+ 1.242 0.019 1.148 -0.029

a ∆R is defined as follows: the difference between the bond
length (N-C and C-O) in CunNCO2+ and the bond length (N-C
and C-O) in free NCO.

Figure 5. Molecular orbital pictures for 2π MO of NCO.

TABLE 4: NBO Atomic Charges of NCO (in electron units)
in CunNCO+ and CunNCO2+, 1e n e 6, Computed with
B3LYPa

q(N) ∆q(N) q(C) ∆q(C) q(O) ∆q(O) q(NCO)

CunNCO+

1-C-a -0.63 -0.35 0.78 0.15 -0.24 0.12 -0.09
2-C-a -1.22 -0.94 0.81 0.18 -0.42 -0.06 -0.82
3-C-a -1.18 -0.91 0.84 0.20 -0.42 -0.06 -0.77
3-C-b -1.33 -1.05 0.86 0.22 -0.40 -0.04 -0.87
4-C-a -1.18 -0.90 0.81 0.17 -0.45 -0.09 -0.81
4-C-b -1.21 -0.94 0.84 0.20 -0.45 -0.09 -0.83
4-C-c -1.31 -1.03 0.85 0.21 -0.42 -0.06 -0.88
5-C-a -1.20 -0.93 0.83 0.20 -0.46 -0.10 -0.83
5-C-b -1.18 -0.90 0.83 0.19 -0.45 -0.10 -0.80
5-C-c -1.19 -0.91 0.84 0.20 -0.45 -0.09 -0.81
5-C-d -1.28 -1.00 0.84 0.20 -0.43 -0.07 -0.86
5-C-e -1.28 -1.00 0.85 0.21 -0.43 -0.07 -0.86
5-C-f -1.20 -0.92 0.83 0.19 -0.45 -0.09 -0.82
6-C-a -1.18 -0.90 0.84 0.20 -0.46 -0.10 -0.80
6-C-b -1.17 -0.89 0.83 0.19 -0.46 -0.11 -0.81
6-C-c -1.27 -0.99 0.84 0.20 -0.44 -0.08 -0.86
averageb -1.23 -0.95 0.84 0.20 -0.44 -0.08 -0.83

CunNCO2+

CuNCO2+ -0.29 -0.01 0.84 0.20 0.05 0.41 0.59
Cu2NCO2+ -0.98 -0.70 0.84 0.21 -0.18 0.18 -0.31
Cu3NCO2+ -1.40 -1.12 0.82 0.19 -0.30 0.06 -0.87
Cu4NCO2+ -1.40 -1.12 0.88 0.25 -0.30 0.06 -0.82
Cu5NCO2+ -1.30 -1.02 0.81 0.17 -0.36 -0.01 -0.86
Cu6NCO2+ -1.36 -1.08 0.88 0.24 -0.34 0.01 -0.83
averageb -1.29 -1.01 0.85 0.21 -0.30 0.06 -0.85

a ∆q is defined as follows: the charge difference between the
charges of N, C, and O atoms in CunNCO2+ and the charges of N,
C, and O atoms in free NCO. b The average values are calculated
without CuNCO2+ and Cu2NCO2+.

Figure 6. Optimized structures of CunNCO2+ clusters, 1e n e 6.
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5-C-e and 1.226 Å for 6-C-c. In the double charged CunNCO2+,
the N-C distances decrease with the increasing n, but reach a
local maximum at n ) 2 (1.260 Å for CuNCO2+, 1.267 Å for
Cu2NCO2+, 1.264 Å for Cu3NCO2+, 1.254 Å for Cu4NCO2+,
1.247Å for Cu5NCO2+ and 1.242 Å for Cu6NCO2+). Different
from other double charged clusters, NCO lost electron to copper
in CuNCO2+. After adding a Cu atom, NCO receives a negative
charge of about -0.31e from metal (Cu2NCO2+). In other cases
of the double charged clusters, the negative charges of NCO
slightly change from -0.82e to -0.87e, which means that the
electron loss of the copper framework is close in those clusters.
The situation is similar in CunNCO+. With the exception of
CuNCO+, in other cases the positive charges on copper
frameworks are very close. As the cluster size grows, the similar
positive charge (with n g 2 in Cu2NCO+ and n g 3 in
Cu2NCO2+) is distributed within a larger volume of the metal
framework so that the positive charge density is smaller. As a
result, with increasing cluster size, the polarization ability of
cationic metal framework becomes lower and the elongation
of the N-C bond becomes smaller. It might be expected that
the elongation of N-C bonds will diminish at last if the cluster
size grows enough. In other words, the slight weakening of N-C
bonds may only happen in very small cationic clusters in
experiments.

It may be argued that the different binding sites also result
in the different driving forces for the elongation of the N-C
bond. The N-C bond lengths obtained from on-face sites (1.235
Å in 3-C-b and 1.230 Å in 4-C-c) often show relatively longer
values in comparison with those obtained from on-bridge sites
(1.223 Å in 3-C-a and 1.225 Å in 4-C-a). For Cu5NCO+ and
Cu6NCO+, the N-C distances are slightly elongated in the on-
face binding isomers (5-C-d, 5-C-e, and 6-C-c), while in on-
bridge binding isomers only the shortened N-C bonds can be
found. It is additionally supported by more evidently elongated
N-C bond lengths in CunNCO2+ which are all face coordinated
structures.

Binding Energy. The binding energies were calculated with
the following formula:

Eb ) (E+Eadsorbate)-E

Here ECu cluster is the energy of the naked Cu cluster obtained
by energy minimization starting with the same geometry as the
Cu framework in the complex cluster removing the adsorbate.
For example, in the complex 6-N-a, the Cu cluster has a distorted
structure. When the NCO binding energy for this system is
calculated, the energy ECu luster used to calculate Eb is the
minimum energy of the Cu6 framework in 6-N-a, which is turned
to the structure 6-N-III after relaxation.

The binding energies as a function of cluster size for the most
stable CunNCO, CunNCO-, and CunNCO+ (n ) 1- 6)
calculated by B3LYP functional are displayed in Figure 7. The
PW91PW91 binding energies are always larger, by 0.1-0.4 eV
(approximately), than those given by the B3LYP functional,
while predicting the same trends with B3LYP as a function of
cluster size. One can observe the following trends from Figure
7: (1) The clusters with an odd number of electrons bind NCO
more strongly than those with an even number of electrons. It
is easier for the Cu cluster with an odd number of electrons,
which has lower electron affinity (EA), to transfer electron to
NCO than the Cu cluster with an even number of electrons.
Since the isolated NCO has an unpaired electron at 2π MO
and could receive an electron from metal, the interaction
between NCO and cluster yields a stronger covalent bond when
the copper cluster has an odd number of electrons. (2) The

binding energy for the anions is clearly larger than that of the
neutral and cationic counterparts except for n ) 3 and 5. After
binding, electrons transfer from metal to NCO with the excess
of negative charge concentrated largely in the N atom (mainly
from -0.92e to -1.33e). As discussed earlier in this paper, both
electrostatic interaction and the covalent interaction through 2π
donation contribute to the strength of Cu-NCO bonding. The
anions have the strongest 2π donation while the cations have
the strongest electrostatic interaction. The binding energy ranges
for anion, neutral, and cation are 3.91 to 4.82, 2.44 to 4.33,
and 1.81 to 3.96 eV, respectively, which is consistent with the
order of the 2π donation: anion > neutral > cation. This means
that the difference of 2π donation contributes mostly in the
different ranges of binding energy for anion, neutral, and cation.
On the other hand, the difference of electrostatic interaction is
supposed to be rather small and does not cause a substantial
difference of binding energy ranges. From both trends, it seems
that although the Coulombic interaction is essential for the
metal-NCO bonding, covalent interaction through 2π donation
strongly enhances the bonding.

NCO has an unpaired electron in the 2π orbital and is very
easy to obtain NCO- with a closed shell. Some experimental
studies have suggested that the isocyanate group acts more like
an NCOδ- species than a neutral species when it is adsorbed
on a metal surface.33,34 Thus, the binding energies of NCO- to
Cun and Cun

+ are also plotted (Figure 8). The attempts to
optimize the Cu5

+ starting with a trapezoidal shape in Cu5NCO
would result in the butterfly structure of Cu5

+. As mentioned
before, the butterfly Cu5

+ is not a local minimum, but it is very
easy for this conformation to isomerize to the D2d structure.
Thus the D2d structure was used to calculate the results in Figure
8. The results show that NCO- binds much stronger to Cun

+

than to Cun, which is due to a much stronger electrostatic
interaction in the former. Notice that the binding energies of
NCO- to copper clusters lose the distinct odd-even oscillation
found in the binding between neutral NCO and the bare copper
clusters. When the adsorbate is an electron acceptor, the binding
energy often oscillates with the EA of the cluster, which has
been extensively reported in the literatures.20,21 However, when
the adsorbate binds to a cluster by donating electrons, we could
not use the oscillation of EA to predict how the binding energy
varies as the cluster size changes. Recently, Metiu et al. studied
the adsorption of propene on silver clusters.19 They found a good
correlation between the binding energy of the adsorbate and

Figure 7. Binding energies as a function of cluster size. A neutral
NCO is associated to Cun, Cun

+, and Cun
- clusters, 1e ne 6, computed

with B3LYP.
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the LUMO energy of the bare silver clusters: the plot of the
binding energy of adsorbate versus n is very similar to the plot
of the LUMO energy of silver clusters versus n. However, in
the cases of NCO-, the overall correlation between the NCO-

binding energy and the LUMO energy of copper clusters is not
that good. For NCO- binding on Cun, the trend of the binding
energy is consistent with the energy of the LUMO orbitals with
n e 5 while it failed at n ) 6. For Cun

+ the curve failed from
n ) 4 on. A recent study of CO adsorption on binary-alloy
gold clusters also indicated that the CO binding energy does
not correlate with bare clusters LUMO energies.49 Therefore, it
implies that the variation of the LUMO energy of the naked
cluster may not alone correlate with the Eb trend when the
adsorbates denote electrons to clusters. It is likely that multiple
interrelated factors, such as the Coulombic interaction and the
extent of the overlap of orbitals, all contribute to the observed
trend of the binding energy, and the quantitative analysis of
these complex interactions is not easy.

Frequency Analysis. The calculated asymmetric and sym-
metric stretching frequencies of the free NCO are 1918.0 and
1246.6 cm-1, which are only 3 and 20 cm-1 underestimated
from the experimental values of 1921.3 and 1266.6 cm-1,
respectively.50 According to the data in Table 5, both the
asymmetric and symmetric stretching wavenumbers of the ad-
sorbed NCO are blue-shifted compare to those of the free NCO
in the neutral and charged complex clusters. For the complex
clusters, the calculated asymmetric and symmetric frequencies
mainly vary in the range of 2160-2220 and 1276-1343 cm-1,
respectively, which is in good agreement with the previous
experimental data of refs 3, 18, and 51. Notice that both the
asymmetric and symmetric stretching frequencies of NCO are
generally decreased as the coordination number of the adsorption

site increases. For cationic complexes in Cu3NCO+, Cu5NCO+,
and Cu6NCO+, the NCO asymmetric and symmetric stretching

Figure 8. Binding energies of a negative NCO- and absolute values of the energy of the LUMO of the bare copper clusters as a function of cluster
size, computed with B3LYP. The upper and lower rows correspond respectively to the cationic and neutral cluster.

TABLE 5: NCO Asymmetric and Symmetric Stretching
Frequencies (in cm-1) of CunNCO-, CunNCO, CunNCO+,
and CunNCO2+, 1 e n e 6, Computed with B3LYP

asymmetric symmetric species asymmetric symmetric

1-N-a 2195.1 1328.2 1-C-a 1963.1 1342.7
2-N-a 2191.2 1317.0 2-C-a 2200.2 1286.1
2-N-b 2172.3 1328.1 3-C-a 2214.7 1327.6
3-N-a 2184.3 1315.0 3-C-b 2193.1 1283.0
3-N-b 2223.1 1347.6 4-C-a 2192.6 1293.9
4-N-a 2196.9 1320.1 4-C-b 2207.4 1334.3
5-N-a 2199.3 1320.3 4-C-c 2180.5 1292.7
6-N-a 2198.6 1320.0 5-C-a 2221.0 1338.8
6-N-b 2203.7 1324.2 5-C-b 2210.8 1331.5
6-N-c 2196.0 1319.2 5-C-c 2208.1 1330.4
1-A-a 2193.9 1279.4 5-C-d 2187.4 1296.5
2-A-a 2205.8 1290.4 5-C-e 2189.6 1296.8
3-A-a 2211.9 1300.8 5-C-f 2195.7 1330.1
4-A-a 2213.2 1305.9 6-C-a 2210.8 1330.6
4-A-b 2214.6 1299.4 6-C-b 2210.2 1331.0
5-A-a 2205.6 1301.9 6-C-c 2190.1 1298.4
5-A-b 2205.4 1299.2 CuNCO2+ 1953.4 1227.6
5-A-c 2217.8 1305.1 Cu2NCO2+ 2075.2 1184.4
5-A-d 2179.0 1297.3 Cu3NCO2+ 2193.7 1202.3
5-A-e 2172.5 1291.3 Cu4NCO2+ 2218.8 1251.6
6-A-a 2203.4 1300.7 Cu5NCO2+ 2177.2 1239.9
6-A-b 2170.9 1292.5 Cu6NCO2+ 2200.4 1276.9
6-A-c 2204.2 1300.2
exptl 2180-2240;a 2180-2220;b 1321c

a Asymmetric stretching frequencies taken from ref 3.
b Asymmetric stretching frequencies taken from ref 18. c Symmetric
stretching frequencies taken from ref 51.
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frequencies of on-bridge configurations are about 20-45 cm-1

higher than the on-face configurations with the same cluster
size. For neutral and anionic complexes, the asymmetric
frequencies of on-top configurations are about 30-40 cm-1

higher than the on-bridge configurations in Cu3NCO, Cu5NCO-,
and Cu6NCO-.

IV. Conclusions

In this work, we have systematically studied the interaction
between the NCO and the small Cun, Cun

-, and Cun
+ clusters

with 1 e n e 6. The structures of double charged CunNCO2+

were also investigated. It was found that the most stable structure
of the complex cluster (CunNCO, CunNCO-, and CunNCO+)
does not always come from that of the lowest energy bare copper
cluster plus an attached NCO and the binding of NCO can
greatly change the geometries of the bare copper clusters in
some cases. For small n, in addition, charge state is found to
have a strong influence on NCO location sites and the
geometries of clusters. Generally the neutral and anionic clusters
prefer planar structures, while most of the cationic clusters prefer
3D structures. The N on-bridge sites are the most favorable
binding sites for CunNCO and CunNCO+ while the N on-top
sites are preferred for CunNCO-. From n ) 3 on, the CunNCO2+

structures are all those in which the N atom is attached to three
Cu atoms.

In neutral and anionic complexes the N-C distances decrease
and the C-O distances elongate, indicating that N-C bonds
become stronger and C-O bonds become weaker in those
clusters. However, in cations the C-O distances all decrease
and the N-C distances can be slightly elongated in some cases,
suggesting the potential activity of cationic clusters to weaken
N-C bonds and strengthen C-O bonds. Compared with
CunNCO+, the elongation of the N-C bond is more evident in
CunNCO2+. Our calculation results indicate that the positively
charged Cu clusters may have the potential to weaken N-C
bonds of NCO, and the tendency to weaken N-C bonds is more
evident when the cluster has more positive charge density or
the bonding occurs on face (3-fold) sites.

In general the anionic clusters bind NCO more strongly than
neutral and cationic clusters and the binding energy shows a
remarkable odd-even alternation behavior. The electrostatic
interaction is essential for the metal-NCO bonding, while
covalent interaction through 2π donation enhances the bonding.
The calculated asymmetric and symmetric stretching frequencies
of the adsorbed NCO are in good agreement with the experi-
mental data.
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